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THE FOKDREN AMONG ITS PEERS

The Fondren Library collection is

listed in the U. S. Office of Education's
Librar^r Statistics of Colleges and Universities ^

1939/60 as numbering 371^^78 volumes. This figure
seems very small when compared with the millions
of volumes in the libraries of the large private
universities (Harvard, 6.7j Yale, ^.^l-; Columbia,
2.8; Cornell, 2.1j University of Chicago, 2.0;
Princeton, 1.6; Duke, l.k; Northwestern, l,k;

John Hopkins, l.l) or in the libraries of the
leading state universities. On the other hand,
Fondren 's holdings dwarf the libraries of a
number of highly respected institutions, in-

cluding the California Institute of Technology
(approximately 120,000 volumes).

Some understanding of the reasons,
beyond those of age and relative wealth, for
differences in the size of university library
collections may be gained from consideration of
the kinds of training an institution offers, its
student enrollment, and other circumstances pe-
culiar to the individual university. The large
student enrollment and the many professional
schools of the great universities, for example,
demand extremely large and varied library col-
lections. The major universities referred to
above need great collections, and they have had
both the time and money needed for accumulating
them. The apparently slim collection at the
California Institute of Technology seems to

reflect still other circumstances. The faculty
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and students there have easy access to the nearby
Huntington^ University of South California, and
other libraries of high quality so that the holdings
of their own library need not be so large as those
of comparable universities less favorably located.

Comparison becomes more meaningful when
we relate Fondren Library holdings to those of li-
braries of universities resembling Rice in size and
in other characteristics. The U. S. Office of
Education's Education Directory, 1960/61 lists 2,028
colleges and universities, and places them in clas-
sifications based upon the highest level of offering
and type of program. For purposes of comparison,
let us select these classifications as representing
factors important in determining the size of a li-

brsiry collection. Rice University is classified
under category IVj (institutions awarding the degree
of Doctor of Philosophy and equivalent degrees, with
1 or 2 professional schools), together with seven-

teen other institutions. Information on library
holdings of all but one of these institutions
appears in Library Statistics of Colleges and
Universities, 'l^'^^/6Q , and is given on the following
pages in descending order according to the nuni)er

of volumes in each library.

It is necessary to note that the insti-
tutions in the following table differ in a number
of respects. Some have been in existence for only
a few years; others were founded nearly a century
ago. Some enroll men only; others enroll women
only, and the size of their student bodies varies

considerably. For a brief treatment, however,

comparison within the category in question seems

the most suitable choice.
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Institutions -with the classification "iVj"

in Education Directory ;, 1960/6I.

Institution

Smith College

Lehigh University

Rice University

University of New Hampshire

Byrn Mawr

Drew University

Clark University

Brandeis University

North Carolina College

Illinois Institute of Technology 5;'993

St. Bonaventure University

Adelphi College

Lawrence College

University of Alaska

New School for Social Research

Oblate College, D. C.

St. Nfery's Seminary, Maryland

EnrolMent
Undergrad. Grad.

2,30it 91

2,681 838

1,667 319

3,221 22i4-

703 21^6

8PP 85

755 218

1,226 257

1,808 256

y 5,998 1,157

1,501 167

^,307 1,820

926 •

910^ 68

308 647

11 k6

265



statistics on library holdings in Libraiy
Statistics of Colleges and Universities, 1939/^0 •

l^o. vols, at V. 1^0. vols, added No. periodicals
end of year ••

1 dm.-'ing year received

^37,313 : , ,;-:..;.,.:;.„ 10,183 ..^. -.r.-', 1,684

1 :

381,560
, 1 ;,:;•. ; 11,397 .

- 2,060

372,578 :_ r:''--: Z. 19,95^ '

; •t-- 3,292 ^

282,360 14,267 1,712

262,331 i- '-•_. V- .
v.: 6,184 : , a 1,000

238,208 ,.

•:'.>
V* 6.571 .

. 626

230,000 .;; ;
,•":,....- 2,694 -"'- 1,036

207,093 . >
'XJ' .'

'.":•.
.1.:: 45,573 :- 1,282

121,627 "r:-;:": 3,909 "• • .. : •::/ 840

120,000 2,465 850

107,656 3,391 354

102,111 6,470 1,151

85,085 3,201 425

56,935 5,963
'

742

23,376 3,789 286

12,815 737 93

6,935 805 17
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It may be noted that Fondren*s collection
is the third largest in its class. Fondren Library
is exceeding in "number of volumes added during the
year" only by Brandeis University^ which was founded
in 19^ and is striving to build up its library
rapidly. In "number of periodicals received"^ Rice
greatly surpasses the other institutions^ a lead re-
flecting the relative richness of the Fondren col-
lection for research. It is noteworthy that the
five institutions at the top of the list were founded
thirty-two or more years before classes began at
Rice,

Rice seems to emerge admirably from this
comparison^ but we must realize that our comparison
is of limited significance. The mere number of
volumes does not^ of course^ determine the quality
of a university library. Of much greater importance
is the extent to which the library is able to meet
needs for teaching and research. Qualitative ap-
praisals of holdings in individual scholarly fields
can give us a much more accurate estimate of the
quality of the library as a whole.

Richard H. Perrine
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FOI^IDREN LIBRARY HOLDINGS DT

FRENCH, SPATTISH, RUSSIAN

:. .. j
v: French "" ^^ -

- Any collection in a college library reflects
the interests, enthusiasms, and taste of the faculty
responsible for building and maintaining it. The
Fondren Library's collection in French literature
is no exception to the rule; the ghosts of past
and present merdDers of the French faculty inhabit
the second floor stacks and make their presence
clearly felt to the newcomer who looks over our
holdings in French. Because of the particular
interests of professors and the topics studied in
theses under their direction over the years, our
collection has attained very respectable proportions
in certain periods and authors. On the other hand,
an apparent lack of enthusiasm for the early periods
of literary history has produced woeful lacunae in

these areas. In order to fill in the obvious gaps

we must obtain out-of-print foreign books, a dif-

ficult matter for an institution as remote from the

European book market as Rice. In the words of

Professor Bourgeois, the question is less of money
than of patience and luck, to which I mi^t add
assiduity and perserverance on the part of the

faculty. It is a comparatively easy matter,

although no less important or time-consuming, to

keep abreast of current publications. The fact

that our allotment for books this year was exhausted

before the end of the first term indicates both the

energy with which the faculty has been attempting
to overcoire the shortcomings in the libraiT^s col-

lection and the desirability of an increased allotment

in future years.
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For work in connection with the courses

presently offered "by the department^ the Fondren
Library *s holdings in French are quite adequate.

With a few notable exceptions - Boileau ccmes to
mind - we possess the works of the major authors
in definitive editions and the principal critical
studies of writers^ schools, and literary move-
ments in sufficient quantity and variety for
very satisfactory course work. The biblio-
graphical tools and leading scholarly journals
are available to the student. The scope of our
course offerings themselves is necessarily limited
by the same circumstances of faculty interest and
competence which have dictated the choice of
books. If, as it is hoped, the department is able
in the near future to offer work in the Middle Ages
and Renaissance, major additions to the library will
be essential for solid work at the undergraduate
level.

Considering the resources for research
which our library holdings provide, it is interesting
that well over half the M.A. these produced in French
at Rice have dealt with writers of the nineteenth
century, only a very few with eighteenth century
figures, and none at all with the Classical period
or earlier. Subjects of doctoral theses have been
even more contemporary, five of the six treating
writers of our own time. Indeed, our holdings in
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries are extensive,
well-balanced, and almost entirely adequate for re-
search purposes. Short of autograph manuscripts or
original editions, there is little that we could add
to enchance our collection on such authors as Stendhal
Balzac, Proust, Giraudoux, Gide, and Valery. We do,

of course, lack such peripheral material as the
ephemeral little magazines in which the Symbolists
published their poems and manifestos. ...

, . ..,
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Professor M5'"ers considers our holdings in
the eighteenth century adequate only with respect
to the major writers: Voltaire, J. -J. Rousseau,
Diderot, and Montesquieu. Efforts are being made
to fill the great lacunae among the secondary
figures of the period. Thanks to the devoted
scholarship of Professor McKillop, we have several
eighteenth-century English adaptations of French
novels, which are, along with Diderot *s Encyclopedie ,

among the most interesting volumes on our shelves.

-' '" Aside from good modern editions of the
major writers and standard critical works, the
seventeenth century is poorly represented, except,
perhaps, the theatre. Research on the novelists
and poets of this period is all but impossible at
present. We often find ourselves in the embar-
rassing position of possessing recent critical
works produced by the revival of interest in
baroque literature but lacking a good edition of

the works of the poets themselves.

Our holdings in Renaissance literature are

chaotic. Complete anarchy seems to have reigned in

establishing a collection of medieval literature and

linguistics, What we possess in this area is better
described as a random accumulation than a collection.

In general, as one looks back from the

year I8OO, the strength of our collection diminishes

steadily. Bringing our resources in the early

periods up to the standards of the later ones will
demand a considerable investment of personal effort

and money. If we wish to have a sound, balanced,

useful collection necessary for an expanded graduate

program, we must be prepared to make such expendi-

tures.

D. W. Tappan
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Spanish

The present Spanish collection in Fondren
Library is small. Although it contains a considerable

amount of primary source materials ^ these tend to be
random in coverage. Writings necessary for research
and advanced study^ especially journals and serials,

are seriously lacking.

The present holdings reflect the unimportani
position that Spanish had held in the past at Rice
University. Rice has not offered a major in Spanish,
and Spanish may not be used to meet language require-
ments for degrees. For these reasons little advanced
•work has been taught by the Spanish Department. Since

the buying of Spanish books has not been related to
course offerings, it has tended to be general and
unsystematic. This may explain why the writings of
Spain *s most outstanding novelist of the nineteenth
century are 3D unevenly represented. Although Fondren
Library has a great number of his works of other kinds

it holds not one of his novels.

The snffi.ll size of the total collection may
be understood from the viewpoint of the present
departmental allocations for book purchases. For the

present academic year Spanish received $750i French,
|3:,500, and German, $7,000.

It is the hope of the Spanish Department
to make improvements in its library collection in
two specific ways. When funds are available, we
propose to purchase those journals and serials
necessary to undertake advanced work in the study of
Spanish language and literature. We shall also make
an effort to buy systematically in areas related to
new coiirse offerings. For example, a new course
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entitlsd "Spanish Literature of the Golden Age" will
be offered for the first time next year. Much of
this year's small al3-Ocation is being spent on
materials to be used in this course.

The success of a proposed program of '

advanced studies in Spanish will necessarily
depend in important part upon the strength of our
library collection. In this respect,, our principal
limitations are financial.

James A. Castaneda
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Eussian

Instruction in Russian at Rice so far

has aimed at mere fami3J.arization with the language
as a tool of coraniunication and there has "been no
necessity, or indeed any possibility, of building
sizable holdings of books in this field. One would
then expect publications in Russian at Fondren
Library to be unimpressive. But let us look briefly
at the actual circumstances, broadening our idea of

"holdings in Russian" to include Russian scientific
works as well as publications in language and lit-
erature .

Let us look first in the field of philology,
taking the term in its broad meaning to include both
language and literature. There is a fair selection
of lexicographical reference works, both of the
etymological and the ordinary tyge, Bilir^gual
dictionaries are chiefly Russian-English, and are
mostly of fairly recent vintage. Several older
dictionaries are useful for reference to orthography
as practiced before 1916. We own the Slovar' russkogo
iazyl^ (Dictionary of the Russian language), published
recently by the Linguistic Institute of the Moscow
Academy of Sciences, and the orthographic dictionary
published by the same institute in 1956«

Treatises on grammar are few. They have bee
adequate for language courses, but any broadening of
instruction in Russian at Rice will require extensive
expansion in this field. There is also a dearth of
textbooks that might be used by students, with the
exception of some textbooks in scientific Russian.
We do have the set of records. Spoken Russian, basic
course , issued by the U. S. Armed Forces Institute.

In the Russian literai-y field we find a
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fair sprinkling of literary histories in various
languages, but chiefly in English. Russian lit-
erature itself is represented by editions of works
of the more important authors, especially the
"classics". However, our holdings are not suitable
to encourage textual criticism or other original
research. Holdings in Russian literature are
relatively large, but for obvious reasons, these
are principally translations, mostly into the
English language.

Sheer physical numbers are not, of course,
suitable as a basis of appraisal of the holdings of
a library. To give an idea of the quantity, if not
the quality, of Fondren holdings in Russian philology,
we made a quick count of titles ("main entries", in
3.ibrary parlance) indexed under the call numbers for
Russian philology. These came to slightly more than
four hundred titles. The total number is higher than
this figure because auE philological writings appear
in large works or in series that are classified
under other call numbers.

The library also possesses works in
Russian on special subjects, such as Russian history,
economics, and, especially, science and technology.

Our holdings in the Russian language include a

number of scientific serial publications of the

Moscow Academy of Sciences and the Kiev Academy of

Sciences and also a number of scientific and technical
journals. The card catalogue lists, for instance,

seven Russian scientific journals with titles
beginning with the word Zhurnal (Journal). Several
bilingual scientific dictionaries are at hand to
help the reader of these journals. Holdings in

the sciences contrast strongly with those in

philology, which include no periodicals worth
mentioning.
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Finally^ let us glance at those Russian

language publications which are likely to see the

greatest use on a university campus. These are

the Russian encyclopedia Bol^shaia sovetskaia
entsiklopediia , which Fondren Library holds ^ and

three periodicals, the daily newspaper Pravda,

the weekly illustrated magazine Ogonek, and a

more pretentious monthly literary mBgazine,

Novyi mlr . Fondren Library subscribers to all
of these periodicals. -

•

In view of the position that Russian
has held in the ciorriculum at Rice;, our library
resources in the field are perhaps not so small,,

after all. Our collections will, however, re-
quire extensive and careful building to bring
them to a level worthy of Rice University's
name.

Andrew N. Jitkoff
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A SPECIAL GIFT

Dr. and Mrs. Radoslav A. Tsanoff have
made a gift to the Fondren Library "in appreciation
of the Bartlett Aesthetics Program at Rice University.

"

Ihis fund -will be used to begin the purchase of
Beethoven's "samtliche werke. , ." - the great nev
complete edition of all Beethoven's scores - vhich
is to be published in 40 volumes^ three to five
volumes yearly.
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MEMOEIAL GUTS

The Fondren Library has frequent
inquiries about the making of memorial gifts.

The following procedure is recommended. Checks
made out to JllIENDS OF FOFDEEN LIBEIARY FJOT) should
be sent to Gifts & Exchanges librarian^, Fondren
Library^ Rice University, P. 0. Box I892,

Houston 1, Texas. They should be accompetnied by
a note stating the name of the person in whose
memory the gift is made, the donor's name, and
the name and address of the member of the family
to whom notice of the gift should be sent. The
Gifts & Exchanges Librarian will write a letter
to the family and send an acknowledgment to the
donor

.

Each book purchased with a memorial
gift beajTs a bookplate inscribed with the name
of the person in whose memory the gift is raa,de

and the name of the donor.

The Fondren Library is glad to consider
suggestions for subjects or titles which might
be appropriate for specific memorial purchases.
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MEMORIAL GIFTS

In memory of

A. J. Adams - =

Mrs. Elbert Adkins^ Sr.

Mrs. W. H. Aldrich

Francis M. AnalDle .

Jesse Andrews

Tom Wilkerson Bonner

Given by ' :. . .

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Bel Fay

Mr. & Mrs. James Baker
Hughes

Mr. & Mrs. Claxton Parks

Mr. & Mrs. Charles M. Hickey

Mr. & Mrs. R. A. Tsanoff

Mrs. Arthur Boice
Mr. & Mrs. George R. Brown

Herman Brown
Hardin Craig^ Jr.

William S. Dix
J. Karl Dunaway
J. T. Eubank^ Jr.

Members of Hanszen College
Mrs. Claude William Heaps
Mr. & Mrs. lynn G. Howell
Sarah L. Lane

Mr. & Mrs. Wendel D. Ley

Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Mares
Mr. & Mrs. H. 0. Nicholas
Office of George Pierce

- Abel B. Pierce
Mrs. Paul H. Pitkanen
Mr. & Mrs. James R. Sims

Mr. & Mrs. Charles F. Squire

Mr. & Mrs. R. A. Tsanoff
Pender Tumbull
I^trs. William Ward Watkin
Well Surveys, Inc.

Mr. & Mrs. George W. Whiting
Members of Will Rice College

Mr. & Mrs.
Mr. & l^^s.

Mr, & Mrs.

Mr. & Mrs.

Mr. & Mrs.
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In meniDry of Given "by
. r.i:.

Mrs. Aubrey Leon Carter .-.,-
Mr. & Mrs. W. Brovne Baker

•-•..; ..;;:'- Mr. & Mrs. Andre-w Ruitter

Mr. & Mrs. Maurice J.
:.^-^ :. -v:-> —

:

••
, Sullivan -^ --.--u.! .t;.;"'

0. L. Carter Mr. & Mrs. Chas. W. Hamilton
. -, ..V .. : Mrs. John R. Rodell ; ..,

I^slie Cookenboo, Sr. Mr. & Mrs. J« B. Giles - •

Thomas C. Driscoll Mr. & Mrs. C. E. Kievlan
Mr. 8c Ivtrs. Wendel D. Ley
Mr. 8s Mrs. Harvin Moore

Mrs. Sam E. Dunnam Mrs. Jeannette M. Benbow
D. C. Ellwood

• -.----, .:..:• . jytr. & ^Jrs. Pat M. Greenwood
'• -

' Mr. & i'^s. George V. Kane, Jr.
•'

'^

Mr. & Mrs. Carleton D. Speedy
- '/ /; - •• ••

-
Jr.

""•
-.

'v; y^ Harlan Taylor
-

- • • • Mr. & Mrs. John M. Vetter

Mrs. Sally Ellefson Mr. & Mrs. Wm, B. Brooks,
Sally and Virginia

Mrs. Phoebe Hunt Elliott
Family of Mr. S. S- Elliott

Mrs. Hall Etter Mr. & Mrs. Chas. W. Hamilton

Mrs. Lamar Fleming, Jr.

Mrs. Preston ^foore
';.::•! T:vv Lj.ew ;-::. J. r^: y^^^ ^ Mrs. Joseph I^feres

Walter W. Fondren, Jr. Mr. & Mrs. Burke Baker
Alice Britton
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In memory of ':'

V/altex W. Fondren, Jr.

Mrs. A. C. Ford

Robert W. Falghum

Mrs. Stuart Girard

Harry B. Gordon, Jr.

Roland Heyne

Given by -^
• j'

Mrs. I. Lee Campbell
Mr. & Mrs. James I. Campbell
Mr. & Mrs. C. A. Dwyer
Mr. & Mrs. Eddie Dyer
Mr. & Ivlrs. Albert Bel Fay
Mr. & Mrs. David Frame
Mrs. Walter L. Goldston
Mr. & Mrs. Pat M. Greenwood

and Jimmy
Mr. & Mrs. Chas. W. Hamilton
E. F. Kalb
Mr. & Mrs. Carloss Morris
Pano Tech Exploration Corp.
Mrs. James H. Park, Jr.

J. C. Pollard
J. Newton Rayzor
V. P. Ringer
John M. Seltzer
Carl W. Schumacher
Paul Strong
John R. Suman

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

Mr.

& Mrs.

& Mrs.

& Mrs.
& Mrs.

& Mrs.

& Mrs.

& Mrs.

Mary Jane Trammell
Pender Turnbull
Mr. & Mrs. Eugene Werlin
Mrs. Robert W. Wier
Mr. & Mrs. Don Wyatt

Mrs. Arthur Boice

J. E. Niland _ . : . .

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Bel Fay

I^s. Pl*eston Moore .y.'

Mr. & Mrs. George R. Brown

Mr. & Mrs. C. A. Dw^-^er

Dr. & Mrs. Edward F. Heyne
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Roland Heyne

19-

Given "by ;

Mr. & Mrs. E. C. Jarboe
Sarah L. Lane

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Le^ris

Mr. & Mrs. Wendel D. I^y
Samuel G. McCann
Mr. & Mrs. Karvin Moore

Mr. & Mrs. H. 0. Nicholas

Mr. & Mrs. Walter M. Reynolds
Mr. & Mbrs. James R. Sims

Pender Turnbull
Anne E. Wheeler

J/trs. Dora Hightower J. E. Niland

yir. & Mrs. Arthur Jago Mr. & Mrs. Albert Bel Fay

Mrs. Aline Kuhlmann Jett
, • Mi". & Mrs. V. P. Ringer

F. C. Jones

MitsutSLTo Kohayashi

Mrs. F. M. law

Gabriel Lee, Jr.

R. E. Leigla, Sr.

Mrs. S. M. McAshan

Dr. & Mrs. Joseph E. Gardner

yir, & Mrs. James P. Berling
Sarah L. lane

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Bel Fay
Mrs. Preston Moore

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Bel Fay

Dr. 8c Mrs. Joseph E. Gardner

Mrs. Preston Moore ''-> ••

Mrs. Samuel Glenn McCann
Mi:^. & Mrs. Joseph ^^'es

Mrs. Joseph I. mcatee Mr. & Mrs. Albert Bel Fay
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In memory of " Given by

Ernest W. McCollum Mr. & Mrs. George R. Brovn
Mr. & Mrs. Herman Brovn

H. F. McGahren Robert H. Ray
Robert S. Duty
J. C. Pollard

Mrs. Douglas W. McGregor Mr. & Mrs. Chas. W. Hamilton

Mrs. J. C. Means^ Sr. Mr. & Mrs. W. Browne Baker
Mrs. Arthur Boice
Mr. & Mrs. Edward Burns
Mr. &. Mrs. Albert Bel Fay
Mr. & r-1rs. Chas. Fowler^ Jr.

Mrs. Lorraine M. Gresham
Mr, & Mrs. Leslie Hogan

'
l-lrs. Edward W. Kelley
Mrs. Green Marechal
Mrs. Linnie B. ]vfe,rtin

Mrs. Preston Moore
Rev. & Mrs. Jas. P. Morton
Mrs. Virginia Morton

• Mr. & Mrs. Claxton Parks
Mrs. Wm. Ward Watkin

Mrs. W. L. Miller Mr. Sc Mrs. Chester R. Gosnell

Mr. & Mrs. Harvey Mode sett
Dr. & Mrs. Jos. E. Gardner

Mrs. Gertrude S. Montgomery
Mr. & Mrs. W. Browne Baker

Dr. Robert Towne Morris Mrs. Arthur Boice

Mrs. J. Allen ]\tyers^ Jr. Mrs. Arthur Boice

Mr. & Mrs. Albert Bel Fay
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Given "by-

Mrs. J. Allen yiyers, Jr.

lyfery F. Fuller
Mrs. Preston Moore
Mrs. Robert W. Wier

Mrs. VJ. D. 0' Grady

William S. Patton

Erie C. Randolph

Campbell W. Riddick

Members of Baker College

Mr. & Mrs. Gordon R. West
Mrs. Robert W. Wier

Mr. & Mrs. W. Oscar Neuhaus

Mr. & Mrs. Paul H. Aves
Sam E. Dunnam
Mr. & I^s. Thomas G-arth

Howard T. Rieley Mr. & Mrs, Charles M. Hickey

Mrs. Eva McElvy Rogers Rita Francis Robinton

Mrs. J. Paul Schumacher

Mr. & Mrs. Paul J. F,

Schumacher

Dr. Franz Schytil

Robert B. Selig

Maurice J. Sullivan

Charles M. Hickey

Mrs. John Campbell

Mr. & Mrs. Ward Adkins
Mrs. Arthur Boice
William J. Condon
Mr. & Mrs. Hugh E. Gragg
Mr. & Mrs. C. E. Kievlan
Ivlr. & Mrs. Frank B. Lander
Mr. & Mrs. J. A. McDonald,

Jr.

Mr. & Mrs. Charles R. Tapley



In memory of

Ruth Taylor - .

Mrs. Wm. G. Theisinger

Judge Bosser Thomas

Cole Y. Townley, Sr.

Mrs. Walter Walne

Mrs. Beula Weaver

Wharton Weems

Mrs. J. Cooke Wilson

Mrs. Edith Dwyer Wright

22.

Given by '
'

"'•

Mr. & I'^s. Chas. W, Hamilton
Maud L. Woods

Pender Turnbull

Mr. & Mrs. George B. Kitchel

Mr. & Mrs. John H. Hackney

Mr. & Mrs. W. Browne Baker
Mrs. Arthur Boice
Dr. & Mrs. Joseph E. Geirdner

Mercer T. Ingrain

Mr. Sc Mrs. Albert Bel Fay
Mrs. Preston Moore

Mr. & Mrs. Ivlilton R.

Underwood

Mr. & Mrs. Ted H. Dwyer
and family

Earl V. Dreyling
Genevieve Johnson
Mrs. W. G. McDeed
lAr. & Mrs, Cliff Owen
Sophie Paine
Carl F. Shelby
Mr. & Mrs. Gordon R. West

H. D. Zintgraff Members of Wiess College
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FRISIIDS OF THE FOM)BEK LTBMEY

AT RICE UNIVERSITY

President, l^s. Edvard W. Kelley
Vice-President, E. F. Kalb
Membership Secretary, Mrs. Charles W. Hamilton
Recording Secretary, Ivtrs. Raymond Cook r .''.

Treasurer, Charles W. Hamilton

BOARD OF DIEffiCTORS:

John H. Auten
Beatrice Harrison
Mrs. Ralph D. Looney
W. L. McKinnon
Frank E. Vandiver

Edward Norbeck, Editor, THE FLYLEAF
Raeraond Craig, Publication






